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Challenge 1: Model relevance better

Model relevance with more representation capability!

BM25: representation capability baseline
Keyword hits:

Term weighting:

Exactly matched terms
have positive contribution.

Model the contribution of
term-hit using TF-IDF

Doc length normalization:
Not exactly matched terms all have negative contribution.
http://singhal.info/ieee2001.pdf

Evolution of IR: increasing representation capability
Q: A B C D E
D: X Ā B Y C D’ Z
(B C are exactly matched terms: already covered in BM25)

How to model “not exactly matched terms” is the key of evolution
n

Normalized hits

n

Synonym hits

n

Term-term “like” relationship

n

Phrase-term “like/hate” relationship

Evolution of IR: increasing representation capability
Q: A B C D E
D: X Ā B Y C D’ Z
(B C are exactly matched terms: already covered in BM25)

How to model “not exactly matched terms” is the key of evolution
n

Normalized hits (A ->(1.0) Ā): stemming, spelling correction, C2C, date / number

²

Stemming: biking -> bike；apples -> apple；tested -> test

²

Spelling correction: briteny -> britney

²

C2C conversion: 怎麽 -> 怎么；天氣 -> 天⽓气

²

Date / Number normalization: ⼆二⽉月⼀一⽇日 -> 2⽉月1⽇日；三岁 -> 3岁

Evolution of IR: increasing representation capability
Q: A B C D E
D: X Ā B Y C D’ Z
(B C are exactly matched terms: already covered in BM25)

How to model “not exactly matched terms” is the key of evolution
n

Normalized hits (A ->(1.0) Ā)

n

Synonym hits (D ->(0.8) D’): inter-changeable terms with same meaning

²

Car -> Auto

²

Context free synonym: 宝宝 ->(0.9) ⼩小孩

²

Context dependent synonym: 初中2013级学业⽔水平测试：级 ->(0.85) 年级; 年; 届

²

Multi-term synonym: 苹果☐⼿手机 ->(0.7) iphone; 多少☐钱 ->(0.8) 报价 | 价格

baby

Apple phone

child

How much

price

Evolution of IR: increasing representation capability
Q: A B C D E
D: X Ā B Y C D’ Z
(B C are exactly matched terms: already covered in BM25)

How to model “not exactly matched terms” is the key of evolution
n

Normalized hits (A ->(1.0) Ā)

n

Synonym hits (D ->(0.8) D’)

n

Term-term “like” relationship (E ->(+0.2) X; E –>(+0.05)Y; E –>(+0.03) Z)

Term-term “like” relationship
Statistical machine translation model (Microsoft: Gao et al. 2010, 2011)

Using SMT model to
memorize “like”
relationship.

Evolution of IR: increasing representation capability
Q: A B C D E
D: X Ā B Y C D’ Z
(B C are exactly matched terms: already covered in BM25)

How to model “not exactly matched terms” is the key of evolution
n

Normalized hits (A ->(1.0) Ā)

n

Synonym hits (D ->(0.8) D’)

n

Term-term “like” relationship (E ->(+0.2) X; E –>(+0.05)Y; E –>(+0.03) Z)

All these works are modeling “like”!
Same model: A list of “liked” terms, each associated with “likeness” score
Limitation: the list can not be too long.

Evolution of IR: increasing representation capability
Q: A B C D E
D: X Ā B Y C D’ Z
(B C are exactly matched terms: already covered in BM25)

How to model “not exactly matched terms” is the key of evolution
n

Normalized hits (A ->(1.0) Ā)

n

Synonym hits (D ->(0.8) D’)

n

Term-term “like” relationship (E ->(+0.2) X; E –>(+0.05)Y; E –>(+0.03) Z)

n

Phrase-term “like/hate” relationship ( [C D E] –>(-0.2) X; [D E] –>(+0.3) Z)

Phrase-term “like/hate” relationship
Baidu’s DNN model:
n

Using word embedding to model “like/hate” relationship

n

Using 10B user’s clicks to train DNN model (more than 100M parameters)

n

Use DNN’s prediction as a high level feature, feed into GBDT model which combine
all high level features and trained by human labels

n

First DNN model launched in Dec 2013, launched 3 improved DNN models in 2014

²

Accounted for 34% of whole year relevance improvement in 2013

²

Accounted for 25% of whole year relevance improvement in 2014

n

(As far as we know) Baidu is the first company to launch DNN in web search!

Baidu’s DNN model: increasing representation capability
Relevance prediction between
Query and Title
Output - 1*1
Hidden2 - h’*1
Hidden1 - h*1

Query - s*1

Title1 - s*1

Looking up Table
s*||V||
Query term - ||V||*1

Query in terms

Title1 term - ||V||*1

Title in terms

Baidu’s DNN model: increasing representation capability
Pairwise ranking
loss
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s*||V||

s*||V||

Query term - ||V||*1

Title1 term - ||V||*1

Query term - ||V||*1

Title2 term - ||V||*1

Query

Clicked_title

Query

Not_clicked_title

Model subtle semantic difference between clicked and not clicked docs.
(Key difference with Gao’s DSSM)
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Embedding layer: key to model like / hate relationship
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Similarity prediction: changing structure does not matter that much!

Baidu’s DNN model: increasing representation capability
DNN model structure parameters do not matter that much!

Models with similar representation capability have similar overall performance!

The core improvement comes from label creation and the training data size!

We just need an appropriate tool to memorize our data.

DNN Case study:
Q=ghibli⻋车头如何放置⻋车牌 (Before DNN model)
On Ghibli carhead how to place carplate
Baidu results before we launched DNN model

Irrelevant!

DNN Case study:
Q=ghibli⻋车头如何放置⻋车牌 (Google)
On Ghibli carhead how to place carplate

Irrelevant!

DNN Case study:
Q=ghibli⻋车头如何放置⻋车牌 (After launching DNN model)
On Ghibli carhead how to place carplate

【picture】where to put Ghibli’s front plate? Maserati forum CarHome forum

【picture】how to install Ghibli’s frontside license? HELP Maserati forum CarHome forum

【picture】how to hang Ghibli’s license? Maserati forum CarHome forum
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DNN Case study:
Q=ghibli⻋车头如何放置⻋车牌 (After launching DNN model)
On Ghibli carhead how to place carplate

【picture】where to put Ghibli’s front plate? Maserati forum CarHome forum
Q: 锐界⻋车头雷达
D:【图】如何安装前雷达~_锐界论坛_汽⻋车之家论坛
【picture】how to install Ghibli’s frontside license? HELP Maserati forum CarHome forum
Q: 触动精灵脚本如何放置
D: 触动精灵脚本在哪⾥里 触动精灵脚本放哪⾥里位置教程_⼿手机游戏
【picture】how to hang Ghibli’s license? Maserati forum CarHome forum

DNN Case study

三岁⼩小孩感冒怎么办

3 year old child caught a cold, what to do

n

D1 : 三岁⼩小孩感冒怎么办 | -15

3 year old child caught a cold, what to do

n

D2 : 三岁⼩小孩感冒怎么办_宝宝树 | -13

3 year old child caught a cold, what to do - webMD

n

D3 : 三岁⼩小孩感冒怎么办_搜房⺴⽹网 | -15.8 3 year old child caught a cold, what to do - redfin
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D3 : 三岁⼩小孩感冒怎么办_搜房⺴⽹网 | -15.8 3 year old child caught a cold, what to do - redfin

宝宝感冒怎么办

Baby caught a cold, what to do

n

D1 :宝宝感冒怎么办 | -15.8

Baby caught a cold, what to do

n

D2 :⼩小宝宝感冒怎么办 | -16.0

Small baby caught a cold, what to do

n

D3 :狗宝宝感冒怎么办 | -17.03

Puppy baby caught a cold, what to do
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宝宝感冒怎么办

Baby caught a cold, what to do

n

D1 :宝宝感冒怎么办 | -15.8

Baby caught a cold, what to do

n

D2 :⼩小宝宝感冒怎么办 | -16.0

Small baby caught a cold, what to do

n

D3 :狗宝宝感冒怎么办 | -17.03

Puppy baby caught a cold, what to do

少⼉儿格⾔言

Young baby motto

n

D1 : 幼⼉儿格⾔言 | -15.2

Child motto

n

D2 : 幼⼉儿励志格⾔言 | -15

Child encouraging motto

n

D3 : 幼⼉儿教师格⾔言 | -15.9

Child teacher motto

Follow up questions
Why not use end-to-end DNN model?

What’s the future directions after it?

Follow up questions
Why not use end-to-end DNN model?
n

Baidu’s search ads model enjoy a lot from end-to-end DNN training.

n

Baidu’s web search do not use end-to-end DNN training right now.

What’s the future directions after it?

Difficulty of end-to-end DNN training in search
Search’s objective is Human label
n

Search ads’s objective is (almost) CTR only. (10B training instances)

n

Search’s objective is “Ideal ranking”: relevance, quality/authority, freshness, diversity
– Only human label can measure that. (1M ~ 10M training instances)

Search is less tolerant to bad cases
n

Search ads’s objective is average CTR – total money we make.

n

Search‘s objective is “worst”, not “average”: One severe bad case can not be made
up with Ten moderate good cases.

Search needs much higher level of “debugability”
n

Search ads team do not really debug their model

n

If one query failed, search team need to know why, and how to improve this kind of
queries.

Potential benefits of end-to-end DNN training in search
All basic representations are modeled with big data (user behavior).
n

Word segmentation

n

Query rewriting

n

Term weighting

n

Compound detection

n

…

Enable inter-layer feedback in model
n

Solve problem: improvement on Query rewriting not necessarily result in final ranking
improvement.

There is way to get some of benefits without DNN
Refactor every basic components using big data (user behavior).
n

Word segmentation; Compound detection

n

Query rewriting; Term weighting

For example: Word Segmentation
n

Traditional algorithm: human label 10k ~ 100k sentences, use CRF

n

Baidu’s algorithm:

²

Q = ABC

²

Clicked_title = XABYCZ

²

One week label on AB | C, however, we have 10B labels

n

Totally beat traditional algorithm

Segmentation with Big Data
Segmentation quality significantly improved
n

Historical bad case solved：522 / 580 = 90%

n

Diff segmentation SxS: Good : Same : Bad = 57% : 36% : 7%
New Segmentation

Old Segmentation

Follow up questions
Why not use end-to-end DNN model?

What’s the future directions after it?

Future directions – open questions
Use bigger data; better label
n

Reflect other ranking aspects: authority/quality, freshness, diversity…

Model short range dependency:
n

CNN: Baidu launched CNN model in search in Jan 2015 (substantial improvement)

n

Move basic granularity decision into holistic training?

Model ambiguity from long distance dependency: apple, java
n

RNN: Potential answer but too much computation cost

n

Dynamically / Smartly select embedding when prediction?

Better DNN debugability (SNE is not enough)
n

Design model structure, let parameters have physical meaning (i.e. Term weighting)?

Also use embedding / NN prediction in retrieval phase
n

Instead of posting list, use asymmetric locality sensitive hashing?

Summary: Baidu’s DNN model
Model higher level semantic aspects, happen to be a “fancy” model
n

Increasing representation capability can really help web search.

If you have enough data, overfitting is not a bad thing
n

You just want to “memorize” (with representation capability) everything.

If you have enough data, you can view classic problems differently
n

Word segmention: improvement from data, not fancy algorithm.

Challenges for Modern Search Engine
Model relevance better
n

DNN / CNN / RNN + user behavior

Provide answers directly

Guide users thoroughly

Challenges for Modern Search Engine
Model relevance better
n

DNN / CNN / RNN + user data

Provide answers directly

Guide users thoroughly

Challenge 2: Provide answer directly

With smaller and smaller screens, users want more direct
answers, less blue links!

One direction: Knowledge Graph inference
Provide answers via inference on knowledge graph’s ontology!

Baidu provides answer: Subject + Predicate

Baidu provides answer: Predicate + Value range

Baidu provides answer: Predicate + Nth

Baidu provides answer: Multi-step inference
The age of Nicholas Tse's father's son's ex-wife
The age of Nicholas Tse's father's son's ex-wife

father

son

ex-wife

Knowledge Graph: Inference
1. Apply Dependency Parsing on query

Whose son is Nicholas Tse

Who is Nicholas Tse's son

Whose son is Nicholas Tse

Nicholas Tse

is

who

Who is Nicholas Tse's son

‘s

son

Nicholas Tse

‘s

son

is

who

Knowledge Graph: Inference
1. Apply Dependency Parsing on query
2. Recursively Mapping parse tree into KG executable operations

E = Celebrity()
E = Male(E)
E = Japan(E)
E = Age(E, 18)
18 year old Japanese male celebrity

Return Top(E)

Knowledge Graph: Inference
1. Apply Dependency Parsing on query
2. Recursively Mapping parse tree into KG executable operations
3. Query and Execute in KG

18 year old Japanese male celebrity

Knowledge Graph inference limitation 1
Blindness: Knowledge graph we built are only on limited scope
n

[bush wives]

Knowledge Graph inference limitation 2
User intention: entities has different user intent distribution
n

[天⻰龙⼋八部] can be mapping to Novel, Game, TV, Movie, Song, etc.

n

Which one does most users care when they mention it? In certain context?

Other direction to provide answer?

Only using Knowledge Graph inference is NOT enough!
(Can only answer about 1%~2% of queries), we need
other directions!

Other direction:
Knowledge Graph + Search
Search can help on Blindness:
n

Search index is the biggest corpus we can have.

Search can help on User Intention:
n

Search captures users’ intention via all the ranking signals: anchors, titles, clicks,
queries, refinements, location, dates, etc.

KG

Search provides context to KG.

Search

KG makes sense of search queries/results.
Currently, in Baidu’s search infrastructure, KG entity
and string term are equivalent first class citizens.

Knowledge Graph + Search + KG entities:
Online question answering – DeepQA

Who is Gang Wang's second wife

Answer type: People

The photos of Gang Wang and his first wife were released Pretty daughter of high officials
Gang Wang and his first wife's joint photo, Gang Wang always is a quadraphonic Blaupunkt in entertainment
world. He not only succeeded in acting, also failed in feeling. He married three times. For his second wife,
singer, Fangyuan Cheng and …

The photos of Gang Wang's second wife Fangyuan Cheng
2013.01.07 - Gang Wang and famous singer Fangyuan Cheng's marriage has been the hot topic in
entertainment world. However, they devoiced… Gang Wang recalled and said that the most happy time of him
and Yuan is when they played 'The Sound of Music'. At that time, they …

Best Answer:
Fangyuan Cheng (成方圆)

The photos of Gang Wang and his third wife, Singer Fangyuan Cheng is his second wife

Gang Wang always is a quadraphonic Blaupunkt in entertainment world. He not only succeeded in acting,
also failed in feeling. He married three times. The feeling of him, his second wife, singer, Fangyuan Cheng
and his third wife Yuandong Zheng was known by …

Who's Gang Wang's second wife - Tianya QA
1 answer – the latest answer: 2009.07.17
Fangyuan Cheng, famous singer in China, nation's first class actor and committee member of China Music
Association. Born in Beijing, 1960. At age of 17, she passed the examination of Central Conservatory of Music
and studied to play tradition instrument, Erhu …

Knowledge Graph + Search + Structural Annotation:
Online question answering – DeepQA
据悉⺩王刚共有三段婚姻,对于他与第⼆二任妻⼦子歌⼿手成⽅方圆
及第三任妻⼦子的郑艳东的恋情公众早已熟知
Implicit isa relation

⺩王刚曾经经历过两次失败的婚姻,第⼀一次是跟沈阳军区歌
舞团的演员,第⼆二任妻⼦子是⼤大家熟知的成⽅方圆
SUB

OBJ

explicit isa relation

Evidence of
correct answers

Knowledge Graph + Search + Sentiment Analysis:
Online question answering – Answer clustering
Better understanding search result using Sentiment Analysis:
Can silk quilt be aired in the sun ? – solved – Sogou QA
11 answers – latest one – 2010.2.10
Best Answer: Had better not. Since silk is natural material, which contains colloid
and many kinds of amino acids. If airing it in strong sun, silk is prone to be broken,
the usage time will be shorted, the quilt will be shrunk too. …

Can silk quilt be aired in the sun ?
Answer: Sure … and should frequently airing it in the sun if possible. Silk quilt will be
deflated after long-time usage, and will no longer be puffy. So airing it in the sun will help it
recover. If possible, you had better renew it every year, and then it will have no difference
Can silk quilt be aired in the sun? (33 netizens answer:)
to a new one …

YES

NO

Answers of 'YES'

Knowledge Graph + Search:
Online question answering – Long Answer
For queries like [why sky is blue], user need long answer
Automatically recognize potential best answer in top results
Why is the sky blue

Ask

Why is the sky blue? Baidu Knows

Answer
When the sun light goes through the atmosphere, the light with long
wave lengths such as red light, can goes through the air toward the
ground; The lights with short wavelength such as purple, and blue light,
meet with ice, water molecules, which always leads to scattering
phenomena. The scattered purple, blue, cyan lights cover all over the
sky, which makes the sky appeare a piece of blue.From
Details
>> Knows
Baidu
Why the sky is blue?
The reason why sky is blue?
More relative QA

5 answers 2013-03-27
6 answers 2011-05-01

High quality answer
detection

Knowledge Graph + Search:
Online question answering – Semantic answer ranking
Ranking Based on multi-level features: lexical, syntax and semantics

Hidden
Layer(s)

Hidden Layer(s)

Hidden Layer(s)
Embedding
Words

Summary: Baidu’s direct answers
Baidu directly answer around 7% of user queries
n

KG inference answer: 1~2%

n

Long question answer: 2~3%

n

Answer clustering: 2~3%

n

DeepQA: 1%

Challenges for Modern Search Engine
Model relevance better
n

DNN / CNN / RNN + user behavior

Provide answers directly
n

Knowledge graph + organic search + online algorithms

Guide users thoroughly
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Challenge 3: Guide users thoroughly

With more and more touch interface, users want to click more
and type less. We need to better guide users throughout their
session!

Usage difference: Ipad vs. PC
Sug Usage:
1.26
Query Update:
0.66
Ads: 1.02
Right Side:
1.25
Organic Result:
0.88

Related Search:
1.30
Next Page:
1.30

.

Top Queries: Mobile vs PC
Mobile
高圆圆赵又廷婚
礼
深州地震
完美世界
南宁砍人事件
大主宰
我是有苦衷的
像普京一样强硬
赵本山骂战
莽荒纪
不要轻易登录陌
生wifi
绝世唐门
百度

Wedding of GaoYuanyuan &
ZhaoYouting
shenzhen earthquake
perfect world
knife attack in naning
dazhuzai - a novel
I have my difficulties
be hard like Putin
zhaobenshan's war of words
manghuangji - a novel
do not use strange wifi

jueshitangmen - a novel
baidu
xijinping:fight against
习近平:惩治腐败
corruption
曼氏裂头蚴
sparganosis mansoni
火辣婚礼短片
short video of hot wedding
绝世武神
jushiwushen - a novel
山东五胞胎
quins in shandong
customers pushing a plane
乘客零下52度推
under 52 degress below
飞机
zero

PC
1.00
0.86
0.62
0.62
0.49
0.46
0.42
0.41
0.41
0.40
0.37
0.30
0.28
0.25
0.24
0.23
0.22
0.21

火影忍者
优酷
奔跑吧兄弟
淘宝
qq邮箱
淘宝网
nba
京东
爱奇艺
12306
163
风中奇缘
电影天堂
支付宝
翻译
青年医生
lol
亚马逊

naruto
youku
running man - a show
taobao
qq mailbox
taobao
nba
jingdong
iqiyi
12306
163
Fengzhongqiyuan - tv
heaven of movies
alipay
translator
young doctor - tv
lol
amazon

1.00
0.95
0.92
0.91
0.90
0.89
0.75
0.73
0.72
0.65
0.64
0.64
0.60
0.59
0.55
0.54
0.54
0.50

Guide user: homepage recommendation
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Guide users thoroughly
Fully exploit session data

Stop treating search result page as static

Guide users thoroughly
Fully exploit session data

Stop treating search result page as static

Guide user: suggestion for empty box

Step 1 Search “Baidu Stock”

Step 2 Remove the query from input box and you will get related stocks

Guide user: Session-aware suggestion

Step 1 Search “Baidu Stock”

Step 2 Type in “Google” and you will get “Google Stock”

Guide user: Session-aware suggestion

Taobao (Chinese amazon)

Shengtong
(Chinese fedex)
Shunfeng
(Chinese EMS)
Shuning
(Chinese bestbuy)

Linsanity
(NBA player)

Chinese
celebrities
with family
name Lin

Fully exploit session data
Similar to word2vec, we use query2vec
n

5M queries, 10B training data

Input

Projection

Output

Q(t-1)
Q(t-2)

SUM
Q(t)

Q(t-3)
Q(t-4)

Continuous Bag-of-Querys

Guide user: Right side recommendation

Yucheng Tian
Yucheng Tian, Baidu online encyclopedia
Name: Yucheng Tian
Birth: 2008.4.15
Cindy, born in Fuzhou City, Fujian Province, her ancestors' home
locates at Chongqing City. The daughter of Liang Tian who is a
former national player and a current actor and Yiqian Ye who is an
actress. In 2013 Oct, Yucheng Tian, with her father …
Family Life Work Program Others more>>

Anticipate users’ actions:
recommendation of related
entities

Related Person

Dad, where are Dad, where are Dad, where are
we going
we going
we going
Lovely girl
Cindy's Mama Brave little man

The most
popular child
star in 2009

Dad, where are
we going
TiTian's Mama

Dad, where are
we going
Cindy's Papa

magnum opus
Order
underground

Dad, where are
we going
Mr. Right

Child star in
China

Actor in China
mainland

Guide user: Right side recommendation - evidence
In 2010,
Miaoke Lin published
total 7
2010
7⾸首单曲，同年
年林妙可共推出了
singles. In the same
year, she participated
37》，以及出演李少红
参与拍摄电影《
the movie '37', and played the role of
版《红楼梦》，林妙可饰演幼年林黛⽟玉。
childhood Dayu Lin in 'Red Mansion',
并荣获“2009年度最具⼈人⽓气童星”“北京市
Shaohong version. She won 'Most popular
”“北京市东城区⼗十佳少先队
花形象⼤大使
child star 2009',
'Promotion ambassador
员
等荣誉。
of ”Beijing
city flower', and 'Top 10 young

Miaoke Lin

Liang Zhang

The most
popular child
star in 2009

Dad, where are
we going
New Mr. Right

pioneers in Dongcheng district, Beijing',
etc.
Evidence
extraction
Liang Zhang was promoted to new Mr. Right all-around

Evidence
compression

Guide users thoroughly
Fully exploit session data

Stop treating search result page as static

After-click recommendation
When user click a result, and go back to Baidu search result page, give them
recommendation related to this result.

How long can I get HongKong visa

What document do a baby need to take a plane?

HongKong visa validation period

Infant take a plane matters needing attention

Scroll-up recommendation
When user scroll up in their result page, we have a drop down recommendation
to clarify user query.

Browsing mode

Summary: Baidu’s UI change
Percentage of Baidu’s traffic from:
n

Right side recommendation: X %

n

After click + Scroll up recommendation + browsing mode: Y %

n

Context aware suggestion: Z %

X% + Y% + Z% is around 8%

Challenges for Modern Search Engine
Model relevance better
n

DNN / CNN / RNN + user behavior

Provide answers directly
n

Knowledge graph + organic search + online algorithms

Guide users thoroughly
n

Session data + query2vec + dynamic search result page

Summary: Baidu’s answer to these challenges
Model relevance better
n

DNN / CNN / RNN + user behavior

n

Around 30% of total 2013, 2014 relevance improvement

Provide answers directly
n

Knowledge graph + organic search + online algorithms

n

Answer 7% of Baidu’s queries

Guide users thoroughly
n

Session data + query2vec + dynamic search result page

n

Guide around 8% of Baidu’s traffic

Everything I mentioned are launched on Baidu search

2012年2⽉月

Thanks for your time！
All the work belongs to entire Baidu
Web Search Team!

http://www.baidu.com

Advertisement ^_^
In Baidu:
n

Full of interesting problems in real world

n

Full of freedom to try your ideas

n

A real system used by billions of people every day

n

A lot of great engineers / researchers

Plenty of opportunities in Baidu:
n

Career opportunity

n

Intership opportunity

n

Visiting opportunity

n

Mailto: wuxiaohui@baidu.com

